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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider first-order differential polynomials, 
where the coefficients fkj(x) are complex functions, defined and analytic in a 
sectorial region which is approximately of the form, 
a < arg(x - /3e,i(o+b)/2) < b (1) 
(for some /I > 0), and where as x -+ co in this region, each nonzero fki(x) 
has an asymptotic expansion in terms of logarithmic monomials (i.e. func- 
tions of the form 
M(x) = KP~(log LX)“’ (log log X)oL2 **a (log ,p 
for real LX~ and complex K # 0). Such differential polynomials were treated 
in [l; Section 421 and [2; Section 1271, and existence theorems were proved 
for solutions of Q(y) = 0 which are asymptotically equivalent to logarithmic 
monomials as x -+ co over a filter base consisting essentially of the sectors (1) 
as /3 --f co. In this paper we are concerned with the existence and properties 
of solutions which are of larger rate of growth than all logarithmic monomials 
as x -+ CO over such a filter base. In Theorem I (Section 3 below), we prove 
an existence theorem for such solutions, while Theorem II (Section 6) gives 
the form of all such solutions under certain general conditions. (We are 
using here the concepts of asymptotic equivalence (-) and larger rate of 
growth (>) as x -+ co introduced in [2; Section 131. For the reader’s con- 
venience, these concepts are reviewed in Section 2 below.) 





For a given Q, the corresponding algebraic polynomial 
where p = max{k + j : fkj + 0}, plays an important role in both theorems. 
More specifically, we are interested in the critical monomials of G (i.e., those 
logarithmic monomials, N, for which there is a function t2 N N such that 
G(h) is not N G(N)). It follows from [l; Section 51 and [3; Section 621 that 
the set of critical monomials of G is precisely the set of those logarithmic 
monomials, N, such that G has a root N N. In [l; Section 261, an algorithm 
was introduced for finding the set of all critical monomials of a given polyno- 
mial. To apply our existence theorem here, we look for those critical mono- 
mials, N, of G such that N > x-t. (Thus 
N = KX-l+y(log .)Yl a.* (log $X)Yb 
where (y, y1 ,..., rl) is lexicographically greater than (0, O,..., 0)). Then 
Theorem I below asserts the existence, in a sectorial region approximately 
of the form (I), of a one-parameter family of solutions of Q(y) = 0 each 
having the form exp J” W for some W N N, provided the following three 
conditions are satisfied: (i) N is simple (i.e., N is not a critical monomial of 
L+G/az), (ii) the function I(v) = cos(yv + arg K) is positive on (a, 6), and 
(iii) N is not a critical monomial of H(z) = C~zofr-j,j(~) zi, where 
Y  = max{K + j : k + j < p, fkj + O}. The solutions given by Theorem I 
are automatically of larger rate of growth than all logarithmic monomials 
(see Section 4 below). It should be noted that in view of the algorithm in 
[I; Section 261, it is easy to test the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) in any given 
example. Also it should be remarked that these conditions are analogous to 
the conditions “simple,” “nonexceptional,” and “asymptotically nonsingu- 
lar,” respectively, which are part of the hypotheses of the existence theorems 
in [l] and [2]. 
In Theorem II, we investigate the nature of those solutions of O(y) = 0 
which are of larger rate of growth than all logarithmic monomials. A strong 
result is obtained under the assumption that all critical monomials of G are 
simple, and zero is either not a root or is a simple root of G. In this case we 
show that if y. is any solution of L?(y) = 0 which is of larger rate of growth 
than all logarithmic monomials as x ---f co over sets essentially of the form (I), 
then there is a critical monomial N of G and a function W N N such that 
yo=expJW,N> x-l and the corresponding I(v) is nonnegative on (a, b). 
Of course one can obtain information on solutions of L!(y) = 0 which are of 
smalkr rate of growth than all logarithmic monomials by making the change 
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of dependent variable y = zu-i in Q(y), multiplying by a suitable power of w 
and then applying Theorems I and II to the resulting differential polynomial. 
In Section 10, we apply our results to two examples. 
2. CONCEPTS FROM PAPERS BY W. STRODT 
(a) [2; Section 941. Let - v < a < b < V. For each nonnegative 
real-valued function g on (0, (b - a)/2), let E(g) be the union (over 
6 E (0, (6 - a)/2)) of all sectors a + 6 < arg(x - h(6)) < b - S where 
k(S) = g(S) exp(i(a + b)/2). Th e set of all E(g) (for all choices of g) is denoted 
F(u, b) and is a filter base which converges to co. Each E(g) is simply-con- 
nected by [2; Section 931. If W is analytic in E(g) then the symbol s W will 
stand for a primitive of W in E(g). If x and x,, are in E(g), then the contour 
of integration for sz, W will be any rectifiable path in E(g) from x0 to X. 
(b) [2; Section 131. If f  is analytic in some E(g), then f  -+ 0 in F(u, b) 
means that for any E > 0, there is a g, such that 1 f(x) 1 < E for all x E E(g,). 
f  < 1 inF(u, b) means that in addition to f  + 0, all functions Ojkf + 0 where 
ej f  = (x log x *.a log j-1X) f  ‘. Then fi-=Cfi, fi-fi, fimfiy fi$f2 
mean respectively fi/fi < 1, fi - fi < fi , fi - cfi for some constant c f 0, 
and finally either fi < fi or fi m fi . If f  - c, we write f  (co) = c; while if 
f  < 1, we write f  (co) = 0. If for every real 01, f < xa we say f  is triviuE in 
F@, 4. 
(c) In [4; p. 3091, it is proved that if f  -+ 0 in F(u, b) then xf’ -+ 0 in 
F(u, b). In [2; Section 281, it is proved that if f  < 1, then xf’ < 1. 
(d) [3; p. 2471. A logarithmic differential field (briefly an LDF) over 
F(u, b) is a differential field D of functions (each analytic in some E(g)), for 
which there is an integer q > 0 such that D contains all logarithmic monomials 
of rank < q (i.e., those of the form Kx”o(log x>“1 +a. (log a~)“*) and such that 
every nonzero element of D is - to a logarithmic monomial of rank < q. 
(For a fixed q, the set of rational combinations of logarithmic monomials 
of rank < q is the simplest example of an LDF). 
(e) [2; Sections 43, 1001. If 
M = Kx-‘(log x)-l *** (log &iX)-l (log IcX)-l+t (log k+lX)G’ 0.. (log k+&V)c,, 
where k > 0 and t > 0, then we say M is in the divergence class. The indicid 
function of M is the function on (- rr, rr) defined by 
IF(M, F) = cos($,,tp + arg K), 
where 6,, is the Kronecker delta. 
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3. FIRST THEOREM 
The proof will be concluded in Section 5. 
THEOREM I. Let 
Q(Y) = c fk&>Y”(Y’)j 
k,GO 
be a difJerentia1 polynomial whose coeficients belong to an LDF over F(a, b) 
andletp==maxAwhereA=(k-+j:f,j+O}.Let 
Let N be a simple critical monomial of G such that (i) N > x-l, (ii) IF(N, y) > 0 
on (a, b) and (iii) ;f A f {p}, say r = max(A - {p}), then N is not a critical 
monomial of 
fw = c fr-5,iw 29. 
j-0 
Then the following conclusions hold in F(a, b): 
(1) There exists a function u. N N such that G(u,) = 0 and such that if 
x0 is in the domain of u. , then the equation O(y) = 0 possesses olutions 
y$ N c exp JzO u. for every constant c # 0. 
(2) For each c # 0, there is a function WC N N such that yt is of the 
form yt = exp J WC . 
(3) For every constant (Y, we have y$ > ~a in F(a, b). 
4. LEMMA 
Let M be a logarithmic monomial such that M > x-l in F(a, 6) and 
IF(M, 9) > 0 on (a, b). Let V N M in F(a, b) and let z, be a function of the 
form z, = exp $ V. Then for evey constant ~1, z, > XOL in F(a, b). 
PROOF. Let oi be given and let w. = x-~.z~ . Then wi = X-YZ; - OIX-~-~Z~ , 
so w. - (V - ,-r)-r wh = 0. But since V > x-l we have V - AZ-l N V. 
Since V N M and IF(M, 9)) > 0 on (a, b), it follows from [4; p. 271, Lemma 61 
that every nonzero solution of w - (V - CX+)-~ w’ = 0 is > 1 in F(a, b). 
Thus w. > 1 so z, > %a in F(a, 6). 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Since N is a simple critical monomial of G, we have by [ 1; Sections 30(b), 
321 that there is a logarithmic monomial R(x) such that 
R(x) G(Nz) = i qbj(x) zj 
j=o 
where all #j 2 1 in F(a, b) and where 1 is a simple root of xj”=, #j(co) zj. 
Making the change of variable z = 1 + w and dividing through by the non- 
zero constant X = CT=~~IJ~( co), we see that if Q = A-lR, then 
Q(x) G(N + NW) = i d,(x) d, (4) 
j=O 
where do < 1, 4 N 1 and all dj 5 1 in F(a, b). Thus by [2; Section 361, 
there is a function w, < 1 in F(a, b) such that Q(X) G(N + NW,) = 0. Let 
u. = N + Nevo . Then 
u. - N in F(a, b) and G(u,) = 0. (5) 
Let x0 be a point in the domain of u. and let ye = c exp SE, u. for each non- 
zero constant c. Thus by Lemma 4, for each c # 0, 
Yc > fl in @, 6) for each 01. (6) 
Note that if A = {p}, the theorem is proved, for in this case 
Qn(yc) = (~2 G(uo) = 0, and letting 6 be a value of log c, we have 
yC = exp(S + Jz, uo) which is of the form y0 = exp s uo. Hence we may 
assume A - {p} is nonempty. 
Now the relation (4) may be written, 
Q f fo-j,jNj(l + W>j = ff d@. 
j=o 
(7) 
For each k > 1, we differentiate the above relation k times with respect to w, 
then multiply through by (1 + w)” and evaluate at w = w. . Noting that 
uo=N+Nwo, wo<1, d,wl and each dj$l, we obtain 




Now write the equation Q(y) = 0 in the form, 
Q 2 fp-j,iyP-j(y’)j = - Q c fijyi(y’)j. 
j=O i-l-j -cP 
In what follows let c be any nonzero constant. Under the change of variable 
y = yCz and multiplication by (y&p, Eq. (10) becomes, 
(11) 
where each eij is trivial (by (6)), and where B, = Q CTc_, (A) f,-j,i~~pm 
since yL/yC = u. . Thus since B, = QG(u,), and in view of (5), (g), and (9), 
we see that 
B, = 0, -1 4 -UO and for k 22, Bk 5 uok in F@, 4. 
(12) 
Under the change of variable z = 1 + V, Eq. (11) becomes, 
C h,,vi(v’)i = C gijvi(v’)j, (13) 
where hij = (“;j) B, and where each g,, is trivial since each l ij was trivial. 
Letting sij = hij - gii , we may write (13) as 
c s&qv’)~ = 0. (14) 
From (12) it follows that for all i 2 0, 
Sis is trivial, St1 N * - l u-1 
( 1 i 0 
and Sij 5 UO’ for j > 2. 
(15) 
Since ho0 = 0, we have so0 = - go0 . Since the right side of (13) results from 
the right side of (10) by making the change of variable y = yC( 1 + V) and 
multiplying through by y;“, it follows (using yL/yC = zco) that 
so0 = Q c fiiugjy;+‘-? 
i+j <P 
Since r = max A -{p}, this may be written, 
s oo = Q go Tknle(“O) Yt-” (16) 
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where T,(z) = C& fkpjsjzi. By hypothesis, N is not a critical monomial 
of T, . Thus T,(N) + 0 by [I ; Section 51, and since u,, - N we have 
T&Jo) - T,(N). Since T,(N) clearly belongs to an LDF (namely the one 
generated by the original and the set of logarithmic monomials of rank < 
rank N), and since T,(N) is not zero, there is a logarithmic monomial B such 
that T,(N) N B. Hence 
T,(u,) N B in F(a, 4. (17) 
Now for each K < r, clearly Tk(uo) is < some power of x (since us - N) 
and hence by (17), (Z’~(Z+,))-~ T,(u,) is < some power of X. But if tz < r, then 
by (6), yi-” is > all powers of x, so (TT(uo))-l T,(u,) < y’,-“. Thus if k < r, 
T,(u,)~;-~ < TT(~,,)y;-P. Thus by (16), 
soo - Q T&o) ~6” (18) 
Consider the equation 
2)’ = -soo . 
%l 
By (18), (15), and (17), we have - soo/soI - - QBuoyzeP, so Eq. (19) can 
be written, 
xv’ = XJ exp (W -P) + II0 (r - P) uo) , (20) 
where 6 is a value of log c and J - - QBu, . Thus Eq. (20) is of the form 
xv’ = xJ exp J (r - p) u. , where J is N to the logarithmic monomial 
- QBN in F(a, b). Now (7 - p) u. -(r-p)NandIF((r-p)N,v)<O 
on (a, b) since r < p. Thus by [5; Section 10(b)], Eq. (20) possesses a solution 
of the form v. = h exp(S(r - p) + Jz, (Y - p) uo) where h - J/(r - p) ~1~ 
in F(a, 6). (Remark: [5; Section 10(b)] was proved under the hypothesis that N 
was of the form Kx-~+~ where t > 0, but it is easily seen that the exact same 
proof holds if the condition that N = Kx-~+~ is replaced by the condition that 
N > x-l). Thus v. = hy;--p, so by (6), 
v. is trivial in F(a, b). (21) 
Now under the change of variable v = v. + vou, Eq. (14) becomes 
c tmnUyU’)n = 0, (22) 
where the coefficients are given by the formula, 




E,, = i (” -5 + “) ~~,~+~-~vgi(w$-~. 
i=O 
(24) 
Now if 0 < i < R, then ~gi(zl;))~-~ = /~~]~-~yf(~+). From this and (6), it 
easily follows that for all 71, 
E 
E 
kn is trivial for k 3 1, $ is trivial for K > 2, (25) 
and Eon = so, is < some power of x (by 15) in F(a, b). Now since 
so0 + s,rw~ = 0, clearly too = slozlo + &a Eke so by (15) and (25), 
Now 
2 is trivial in F(a, b). (26) 
It is easily seen using the definitions of v. , J, and h that s~~~~/v, - (r - p) 
so by (15) and (25), 
b N (r -p) in 
00 
F(a, b). (27) 
Now toI = v. CkaO E,, , so since Eol = so1 we have by (15) and (25) that 
4-p 
00 
in F(a, 4. (28) 
In view of (23) and (25), we have 
t,, is trivial in F(a, b) 
Finally, if n > 1 and m + rz > 2 then 
for m 2 2. (29) 
2 is trivial in F(a, 6). (30) 
To see this, we have by (23), tmn/wO = ~0” Ckarn (:) Ekn . If n > 1, (30) 
follows from (21). If n = 1 then m 3 1 so (30) follows from (25). 
Now if Eq. (22) is divided through by (r - p) v. then we obtain 
c AmnUy4’)~ = 0 (31) 
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where A mn = t,,/(r - p) vs . In view of (26)-(30), we have that in F(a, b), 
A,,,, is trivial, A,, N 1, A, rv ((r - p) N)-l, A,, is trivial for m > 2 and 
A nzn is trivial if n 3 1 and m + n 2 2. In view of these relations, and since 
(T - p) N is in the divergence class, we have that equation (31) is normal over 
F(a, b) in the sense of [2; Section 831, with divergence monomial (Y - p) N. 
SinceIF((r -p) N, 9)) < 0 on (a, b), we have by [2; Section 1171 that Eq. (31) 
has a solution U* < 1 in F(a, b). Thus v,, + v,+* is a solution of (14), and 
hence 1 + v0 + v,,u* is a solution of (11). Thus if we let 
y$ = y,(l + v,, + v,-,u*) then yT is a solution of (10) in F(u, b). Thus 
Q(yt) = 0. Since va is trivial, y,” N ye in F(u, b) proving Part (1) of Theorem I. 
Now yt = yp* where Z* = 1 + v,, + vOu*. Thus since yL/yc = us , we 
have (yt)’ = yz(u,, + (x*)‘/x*). S’ mce v,, is trivial by (21) and hence vi is 
trivial (see Section 2(c)) it follows that z* N 1 and (z*)’ is trivial in F(u, b). 
Thus if we let WC = z+, + (.z*)‘/x*, then WC N u,, inF(a, b) and (yt)’ = yt W, . 
Hence if x1 is in the domain of WC, then for some constant d, 
yt = d exp J’E, WC . Clearly d # 0 since yt myc , so if 6 is a value of log d, 
then yt = exp(6 + SE, WC) which is of the form exp s WC . This proves 
Part (2) of Theorem I. 
Part (3) follows immediately from Lemma 4, so the proof is complete. 
REMARKS. (a) In the proof we showed that an exact solution yf of 
Q(y) = 0 has the form yt = ~~(1 + v, + a&) where yc = c exp c0 u,, , 
U% < 1 and v, = h,yrp for some h, N to a logarithmic monomial. This 
representation of yz is useful in estimating how good an approximation yc 
is to an exact solution. 
(b) It follows from [3; Section 26.21 that since N is simple, there is only 
one root of G which is N N, so the function u,, mentioned in Part (1) of 
Theorem I is unique. 
6. SECOND THEOREM 
THEOREM II. Let 
Q(Y) = c f&YYY’Y 
k.00 
be u differential polynomial with coe&ients in an LDF over F(u, b) and let 
p = max{h + j : fkj f O}. Let G(z) = cyCo fp+,,(x) d. Then 
(4 If Q(Y) = 0 P assesses in F(u, b) a solution yI which sati.$es x=/y1 -+ 0 
in F(u, 6) for all real (Y, and which is of the form exp $ W where W is N to a 
logurithmic monomial N in F(a, b), then N must be a critical monomial of G 
and must satis& the conditions that N > x-l undIF(N, ‘p) > 0 on (a, b). 
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(B) Suppose in addition that all critical monomials of G are simple and that 
if G(0) = 0 then zero is a simple root of G. Then ifyz is any solution of Q(y) = 0 
in F(a, b) which satisfies xa/y2 - 0 in F(a, b) for all veal a~, then there exist a 
critical monomial N of G and a function W N N in F(a, 6) such that yz is of 
the form exp J’ W, and hi satisjies the conditions N > x-l and IF(N, q) > 0 
on (a, b). 
The proof of this theorem will be concluded in Section 9. 
7. LEMMA 
Let g(x) be analytic in some element of F(a, b) and satisfy the relation tig ---f 0 
tiz F(a, b) for all real ~1. Then g is trivial in F(a, b). (See Section 2(b)). 
PROOF. Let /3 be given and let 12 = x-fig. Hence tih -+ 0 for all 01. Let 
0 = 0,. (See Section 2(b).) We now show: 
(1) For eachj > 0 and each o+ xa@h + 0 in F(a, b). 
The proof of (1) is by induction onj and is clear forj = 0. Assume (1) forj. 
Thus for each LY, h, = &Ph + 0 in F(a, 6). Hence xh; + 0 in F(a, b). (See 
Section 2(c).) But xh; = x@‘h j- olhl . Hence x++lh ---f 0 in F(a, b), which 
proves (1) by induction. 
In particular, 8,jh -+ 0 in F(a, b) for each j 3 0. 
Now 0,jh = h(j), and it is easily seen that for each j, h(j) is a linear com- 
bination (with constant coefficients) of x-jf?h, x-je2h,..., x-Vjh, and so by (I), 
8,jh --+ 0 in F(a, b) for each j. 
Now let q > 1 and let E -= log x ~9. log a--1x. Then 8,h = EBh. By suc- 
cessively differentiating this relation (and multiplying by xE at each stage), 
it is clear by induction onj, that 0,ih is a linear combination of oh, Ph,..., Bjh 
with coefficients which are polynomials in E, BE,... Bj-lE having constant 
coefficients. But E < x, so B”E < x for each k. (See Section 2(c).) Hence 
from (1) it is clear that B,jh + 0 for each j. Thus h < 1 so g < x6. Since /3 
was arbitrary, g is trivial in F(a, b). 
8. LEMMA 
,(a) Let g < x-l in F(a, b) and let z,, be of the form exp sg. Then for all 
E > 0, z,, < x6 in F(a, b). 
(b) Let h N cx-l in F(a, b) for some constant c # 0, and let w0 be of the form 
exp J h. Then for all E > 0, w,, < xc+ in F(a, b). 
PROOF. (a) Let E > 0 and let to = x-%q, . Differentiating and using 
the relation z$, = gz, ) we obtain, t,, - (g - ~x-l)-l ti = 0, But 
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g - Ex-1 N - &y-l since g < x-l. Thus since - E < 0, it follows from 
[4; p. 271, Lemma S] that every solution of t - (g - l x-i)-r t’ = 0 is < 1 
in F(a, b). Thus t, < 1 so x,, < XC in F(a, b). 
(b) Let u0 = X-%u,, . Thus uh = I&, where 4 = h - m-1. Since h N LX-~, 
we have $ < x-l. Thus by Part (a), u0 < xE in F(a, b) for each E > 0. Hence 
w. < xC+L for all E > 0. 
9. PROOF OF THEOREM II 
Part (A). Let yr be a solution of Q(y) = 0 which satisfies xoL/yl -+ 0 in 
F(a, b) for all real 01, and which is of the form exp j W where W N to a 
logarithmic monomial N. By dividing the relation Q(y,) = 0 through by 
yrp and using the fact that y;/yr = W, we obtain, 
G(W) = - c fkjWjy:++? 
k+j<p 
(1) 
By Lemma 7, y;i is trivial in F(a, b), so by (1) we see that G(W) is trivial 
in F(u, b). Now if G(N) = 0 then N is critical of G by [l; Section 5(c)]. If 
G(N) + 0, then since G(N) clearly belongs to an LDF, we have that G(N) is 
N to a logarithmic monomial, so G(N) > G(W) since G(W) is trivial. But 
since W N N this implies N is a critical monomial of G. Hence in any case, 
N is a critical monomial of G. Since y1 = exp s W and W N N, we see by 
Lemma 8(a), (b), that the relation N 2 x-r would imply that yr is < some 
power of X, contradicting the assumption that xa/y, + 0 for all 01. Thus 
N > x-l. 
Finally, we show that IF(N, q~) > 0 on (a, b). Assume the contrary. Then 
for some q0 in (a, b), IF(N, yO) < 0. Hence by continuity of the indicial 
function, there is an open subinterval (c, d) of (a, b) containing q+ , on which 
IF(N, 9’) < 0. Thus IF(- N, y) > 0 on (c, d), and so by Lemma 4, any 
function of the form exp s (- W) is > XOL in F(c, d) for all (II. Thus for all M, 
y;’ > xW in F(c, d), so yr is trivial in F(c, d). This of course contradicts the 
assumption that for all 01, x*/y1 + 0 in F(a, b) (and hence in F(c, d).) Thus 
IF(N, v) > 0 on (a, b), concluding the proof of Part (A). 
Part (B). Let yz be a solution of Q(y) = 0 such that for all real 01, x~l/y~ -+ 0 
in F(u, b). Hence for each E > 0 and each 01, the function h,, = (~/y$ -+ 0 in 
F(a, S). Thus (see Section 2(c)), xh:, -+ 0 in F(a, b). But by simple 
calculation xh:, = a E h,, - c~+l (yi/yi+‘). Thus clearly, for any E > 0 
and any real h, we have 
xA -AL +(I in 
( 1 lfr Y2 
F(a, 4. 
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By dividing the relation Q(y,) = 0 through by yap and letting V = y.$ya 
we obtain G(V) = g(x) where 
g(x) = - k+F<pf*. 
2 
We claim that 
g is trivial in F(a, 15). (3) 
To prove (3), let k + j < p and let (Y be arbitrary. Ifj = 0 then a~/yr” -+ 0 
by hypothesis on ya (and since R < p). If j > 0, then applying (2) with 
h = a/j and E = - 1 + (p - K)/j, and then raising the result to the jth 
power, we obtain ti(yH)j/yr’” + 0. Since 01 was arbitrary, it now follows 
from the representation for g (and the fact that each fkj is < some power of x) 
that tig + 0 in F(a, b) for all real (Y. Thus g is trivial in F(u, b) by Lemma 7, 
proving (3). 
Let A(z) = G(z) - g(x). Thus d(V) = 0. Now let M be any critical 
monomial of G. Since all such monomials are assumed to be simple, we have 
as in Section 5 (Relation (4)) ( i.e., using [l; Sections 30(b), 321) that there is a 
logarithmic monomial R such that R(x) G(M + Mw) = zip, d,wi where 
A< 1, A- l and each dj 5 1 in F(a, b). Thus 
R(x) A(M + Mw) = (do - Rg) + i d,wi, 
i=l 
and since g is trivial, d,, - Rg < 1 in F(a, b). Thus by [2; Section 361, there 
is a function w,, < 1 in F(u, b), such that R(x) d(M + Mw,) = 0. Since 
M + Mw, - M, we have shown, 
For each critical monomial M of G, there is a function 
u,, - M in F(u, b) such that A(u,) = 0. (4) 
Let n = max{j : f,-j,j + O}. Thus G and A are of degree n. (We observe 
that n 2 1, for if n = 0 then G(z) = f9,0 and fD,o is nontrivial, which contra- 
dicts the relation G(V) = g(x), since g is trivial). We now distinguish two 
cases: 
Case I. f,,,. f: 0. Since all critical monomials of G are simple, we have 
in this case by [l ; Section 29(b)], that G has precisely n distinct critical 
monomials, Ml ,..., M, . Thus by (4) there are functions u, ,..., u, such that 
for each j, Uj N Mj in F(u, b), and A(uj) = 0. Since the M, are distinct, we 
have that ui ,..., U, are n distinct roots of A. Since A is a polynomial of degree 
71, we have therefore that A(z) = f9.+&r - UJ *a* (z - u,,). But A(V) = 0. 
Hence for somej, V = uj . Thus y; = uj ya . Hence if x1 is in the domain of u, 
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then for some constant K, yz = K exp c1 Uj . Clearly K f 0 since l/ya + 0 
in F(a, b). Hence if 6 is a value of log K, then ya = exp(6 + Jzl Uj) which is 
of the formy, = exp s uj . The conclusions that Mj > x-l andIF(Mj , v) > 0 
on (a, b), follow exactly as in the proof of Part (A). This proves Part (B) in 
Case I. 
Case II. fe,a = 0. In this case G(0) = 0. By hypothesis, 0 is a simple 
root, sof,-i,i + 0. Thus by [l; Section 29(b)], G has precisely n - 1 distinct 
critical monomials, Ml , . . . , Mn-l . Hence by (4), (1 has distinct roots ui ,..., un-r 
with uj N Mi in F(a, b) for each j. Thus since (1 is a polynomial of degree 11, 
we have A(z) = (z - q) *a* (z - u,+J (I& + #a) where & and &, are 
meromorphic functions in F(a, b), with & + 0. Since n(V) = 0, clearly 
either V = uj for somej or V = - z,k& . But clearly, 
- $f = (- lP+l u, .  .  .  /Jmn n 
12 
which is < x-l in F(a, b) since g is trivial. Thus if V = - $J& (i.e., 
y;/yz = - #&&) then by Lemma S(a), ya < x in F(a, b) contradicting the 
hypothesis on yz . Hence we must have V = Uj for some j, and the proof 
proceeds exactly as in the proof of Case I. This concludes the proof of 
Part (B). 
REMARK. In Parts (A) and (B) of Theorem II, it is possible for IF(N, v) 
to be identically zero on (a, b), since such an N may still have the property 
that in F(u, b), exp s N > p for all 0~. A simple example of this is obtained 
by taking N = - 3iz+(log x)” and (a, b) = (E, rr) where E > 0. Then 
exp JN = c exp( - i(log ~)a) for c f 0, and one sees easily (say using 
Lemma 7) that in F(c, n), exp J N > xo for all CY. 
10. EXAMPLES 
Both examples here illustrate the fact that in Theorem I only the terms of 52 
of degree p (and in a negative way, those of degree Y) play an essential role, 
since in each example the terms of degree < Y  are essentially arbitrary. The 
second example is one which Strodt [2; p. 761 used to illustrate his methods 
in [2] for finding solutions which are N to logarithmic monomials and are 
of minimal rate of growth at co. For both examples we find solutions > all 
logarithmic monomials. 
I. Consider the example, 
Q(Y) = (Y’)n+2 - yyy’y + x-2(log x)tYn+2 + #(x> yr-Q(y’)Q + A(y) 
where n is any positive integer, t is any positive real number, # is any finite 
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sum of logarithmic monomials, r is any integer 0 < r < n + 1, 4 is any 
integer 0 < 4 < Y, and where A is any first-order differential polynomial 
with coefficients in an LDF over F( - rr, n), each of whose terms has total 
degree < Y - 1 in y  and y’. In this case the polynomials G and H of Theo- 
rem I are G(z) = P+~ - .z2 + x-2(log x)” and H(z) = #(x) Z’J. Using [l; 
Section 261, we see that H has no critical monomials, while G has the (n + 2) 
simple critical monomials consisting of 
Ml = x-i(log @‘2, M2 = - x-l(log xy 
and the nth roots of unity. Since IF(Mi , 9’) = + 1 while IF(M, , v) = - 1, 
we conclude by Theorem I, that in F(- rr, n), Q(y) = 0 possesses a one- 
parameter family of solutions y,* = exp s W, where W, N Ml . Now let N 
be an nth root of unity, say N = eie where - rr < ct < nTT. Then 
HqA? y) = co+ + 4, so the largest open subintervals of (- rr, V) on which 
IF(N, IJJ) is positive are: (a) (- OL - n/2, - 01 + 742) if - 9712 < oi < 7r/2, 
(b) (- =? - 01 + r/2) and (- LY. + 3~r/2, n) if rr/2 < 01 < V, and 
(c) (- T, - 01 - 3n/2) and (- 01 - 7r/2, V) if - n < 01 < - 7r/2. Hence by 
Theorem I, if - 57/Z < 01 < 7rj2 then Q(y) = 0 possesses in F(- 01 - CT/~, 
- 01 + n/2), a one-parameter family of solutions exp s V, where V, N N. 
If  r/2 < a: < n (respectively, - x < 01 < - n/2), then in each of 
F(- X) -- a + n/2) and F(- 01 + 3~/2, rr) separately (respectively, 
F( - V, - 01 - 3~r/2) and F( - 01 - 7-r/2, rr) separately), the equation Q(y) = 0 
possesses a one-parameter family of solutions exp J V, where V, N N. 
Finally by Theorem II(B), f  ( ) . i w x is any solution of Q(y) = 0 which in 
some F(a, b) satisfies Y/w(x) - 0 for all 01, then either, (1) there is a function 
W - Mi in F(a, b) such that w = exp s W, or (2) there is an nth root of 
unity N = eiW and a function I’ N N in F(a, b) such that w = exp j I’, 
and such that (a, b) is a sub-interval of an interval listed in (a)-(c) (corre- 
sponding of course to the value of CX). 
II. Let Q(y) = ~-i(y’)~ + x-“y” + 2y’ + X-“y - 3xA where X is any 
real number. Here G(z) = x-~z~ {- xe2 and H(z) = 22 + xm2. Clearly G 
has the two simple critical monomials, Mi = ix-l’2 and M2 = - LX-~/~, 
while H has only the critical monomial (- 4) x-2. Now IF(IM, , v) is 
cos(v/2 + r/2) while IF(M, , y) = - IF(M, , p)). Hence by Theorem I, 
for any value of A, the equation Q(y) = 0 possesses in F(- QT, 0) a one- 
parameter family of solutions exp s W, where W, N Ml , while in F(0, n), 
Q(y) = 0 has a one-parameter family of solutions exp s I’, where V, N M, . 
By Theorem II(B), f  ( ) i w x is any solution of Q(y) = 0 which in someF(a, b) 
satisfies xw/w(x) - 0 for all pi, then for either j = 1 or j = 2 there exists a 
function W N Mj in F(a, b) such that w =: exp s W and such that (a, 6) 
is a subinterval of (- rr, 0) if j = 1 while if j = 2, (a, b) is a subinterval of 
(0,4. 
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